We are excited to invite you to the Becht HF Alkylation Summit at the gorgeous Omni Orlando at Championsgate! The event will feature legends from HF Alkylation, and their combined decades of experience safely operating and maintaining units. We will host an audience participation Q&A that will focus on how to analyze specific situations. Expert-led panels providing different experiences, intriguing lectures, breakout sessions allowing open discussion and the opportunity to network and learn from global colleagues. Our Keynote will address the EPA’s new RMP ruling and compliance challenges.

To submit a question or topic to be considered, please email Larry Shoemaker: lshoemaker@becht.com.

Our 2 ½ day agenda will include:

- Understanding QRA Results
- AFPM Regional Networks / Updates
- Implementing Safety Systems
- Incident Sharing: HF Alky External Corrosion
- Pumps Safety & Reliability
- Continuous Corrosion Monitoring
- Safe and Reliable Start-up and Shutdowns
- IOW Critical Operating Parameters

**Q&A panels:**
- Safety & Mitigation
- Reliable Operations
- Mechanical Integrity

**Breakouts:**
- KOH Alarm Treater, Start-up Challengers, Acid Management
- MI Corrosion, Dead Legs, Alloy 400

Registration fee: $699 Early Bird (After July 4th - Regular fee $999)

Register Here: Becht HF Alkylation Summit - Customer | Eventcombo